ANSI Standards Development Flow Chart

1. New standard, Reaffirmation, Revision, or Withdrawal
   - ANSI PINS Submission
     - Develop Draft Standard (Incorporate changes including proposals, non-persuasive, non-germane, and unresolved comments from previous ballot)
   - Secretariat responsible for development & comment proposals
     - If new draft...
       - 21-Day Ballot
       - 7-Day Ballot
     - If resolution...
     - Standards Committee Comments
       - If negative comments
         - Yes, tech. comments
       - ANSI 45 Day Public Review (Not for withdrawn standards)
         - Editing Checklist for new or revised Standards
           - ANSI BSR-9 Submit
             - Publish Standard and Press Release

2. Duplication
   - Yes
   - No
     - ANSI Duplication Resolution Mechanism